CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

THE HOMILETICS OF POLITICAL DISCOURSE: MARTYROLOGY AS A (RE)INVENTED TRADITION IN THE PARADIGM OF EARLY MODERN HUNGARIAN PATRIOTISM

Zsombor Tóth

János Komáromi, the most faithful servant of Imre Thököly, in exile with his master first in Constantinople, then in Nicomedia, wrote in 1701 a remarkable entry in his diary. Deeply impressed by the history of the region, he not only remembered the Christian martyrs persecuted and killed there during the rule of Emperor Diocletian, but he found a moving parallel between their own exile and the persecution of the early Christians: “I feel as a release that our martyrdom has been ordained to this place. Blessed be God!”

Although the quotation’s textual context refers to a violent episode of church history, Komáromi’s parallel did not imply a religious experience on his part or any kind of religiously motivated sacrifice. He simply equated their present status, that of political refugees, with the condition of the Christian martyrs. Since no religious or confessional references are implied by the expression of “our martyrdom”, one should accept that Komáromi’s discourse had a secular aspect. Furthermore, the analogy between the supreme sacrifice of the martyrs, that is, their death for the early Christian church, and the refugees’ sufferings for their homeland and ultimately the possibility of their death as a sacrifice, suggests a political interpretation of martyrdom relying on the topos of pro patria mori.

Accordingly, the aim of this article is to explore the political connotations potentially available in the exile account of János Komáromi.
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